
ECON 0430, Post-Communist Economic Transition Will Pyle 
Spring 2014  RAJ House 202 
TTh, 1:30 – 2:45 p.m. x-3240 
Library 230  wpyle@middlebury.edu 

Office hours:  MW, 1:45 – 2:45 in Davis Library 150 
  TTh, 4:00 – 5:00 in my office 
  or by appointment  
  
Subject: This seminar exploits the “natural experiment” of the post-communist transition to better understand 
social science research methodologies. Since understanding the post-communist experience requires knowledge 
of the starting point, we start by exploring the nature and legacies of the “old regime” and the reforms that led to 
the macro-level trajectories observed over the past generation. The bulk of our focus, however, will be on research 
related to more micro-level themes of particular salience to the economic transition: the (re-) definition of 
property rights, the (re-) allocation of factor inputs (land, labor and capital), and the evolution of the state-
business-society interface. We will also, however, explore themes that you might not associate with economics, 
narrowly understood: media control, political liberalization and demographic shocks. In so doing, the class 
aspires to relevance for students with interests in economics, political economy, research methods and/or recent 
developments in the post-communist world.  Although the geographic scope of the post-communist world 
reaches across more than two dozen countries, we will spend a disproportionate amount of time reading and 
talking about the experiences of the two largest, China and Russia, as they provide a study in contrasts and much 
of the best economics literature on the transition deals with their experiences. What is more, the political and 
economic variation across territorial units within these two large countries can allow researchers to address 
certain questions more effectively than may be possible in a cross-country setting.   

Required Reading and Viewing: There are no required texts for the class. All required readings on this syllabus 
will be made available electronically on electronic reserve (password: 3432wp).  You will also be required to 
watch several videos outside of class time.   

I also encourage you to read any of the following: Leslie Chang’s Factory Girls: From Village to City in a Changing 
China (2009), James Fallows’ China Airborne (2012), Peter Hessler’s Country Driving: A Journey through China from 
Farm to Factory (2010), David Hoffman’s The Oligarchs: Wealth and Power in the New Russia (2011) and/or Ben 
Judah’s Fragile Empire: How Russia Fell In and Out of Love with Vladimir Putin (2013). These are excellent journalistic 
accounts of the transformation of the post-communist world. If you would like to write a book review based on 
one of these, I would add two percentage points (i.e., extra credit) to your final grade if it is well-executed and if it 
is extremely well-executed, I would add four; however, if mediocre or worse, it would not contribute anything.  

Grades: Your final grade will be a function of your class participation (50%) and a final project (50%).  
Alternatively, should you want to complete a mid-term exam in the first week of April, I would be glad to 
accommodate that wish; in this case your grade would be weighted as follows: class participation (30%), mid-
term (20%) and final project (50%). 

We will devote the bulk of class time to discussions of the required readings. Your ability to comment 
thoughtfully on them will, along with regular attendance, be critical inputs into your participation grade.  
Moreover, starting in the second week of class, I will require you to submit for each class a short assignment 
related in some way to the assigned readings (e.g., a response piece or short data-based assignment). By 
encouraging you to think more carefully about the reading material, these assignments, in addition to counting 
toward class participation, will facilitate class discussion. 

We will discuss all these requirements, including the final project, in greater depth as we progress through the 
semester. 



 
 

TOPICS, READINGS, AND NOTEWORTHY DATES 

 

February 11 Introductions  

February 13 Starting over?  

Read:  Alesina, A. and N. Fuchs-Schundeln, 2007. “Good-bye Lenin (or not?),” American Economic Review 
97, 1507-1528. 

Watch:    Struggle for Russia, 1994.    

   

February 18 One size fits all?  

Read:  Sachs, J. and W. Woo, 1994. “Structural factors in the economic reforms of China, Eastern Europe, 
and the Former Soviet Union,” Economic Policy 9, 101-145. 

Watch:    China in the red, 2003.     

 China’s capitalist revolution, 2009, “Opening the door” and “Becoming a superpower”. 

February 20 Patterns across countries  

Read:  de Melo, M., C. Denizer, and A. Gelb, 1996. “Patterns of transition from plan to market,” World Bank 
Economic Review 10, 397-424. 

Frye, T., 2002. “Perils of polarization: economic performance in the post-communist world,” World 
Politics 54, 308-337. 

 

February 25 The abusive and the abused: evidence from cross-national, firm surveys  

Read:  Hellman, J., G. Jones and D. Kauffman, 2003. “Seize the state: seize the day: capture and influence in 
transition economies,” Journal of Comparative Economics 31, 751-773.  

Johnson, S., J. McMillan and C. Woodruff, 2002. “Property rights and finance,” American Economic 
Review 92, 1335-1356. 

February 27 Visit by Gregory Kisunko (World Bank): most recent round of Russian BEEPS  

Read:  Kisunko, G., S. Knack, R. Islam and B. Ponamariov, 2013. “Russian Federation: national and regional 
trends in regulatory burden and corruption,” World Bank Working Paper 75569. 

 

March 4 Business-state interface in China   

Read:  Li, H., L. Meng, Q. Wang and L. Zhou, 2008. “Political connections, financing and firm performance: 
evidence from Chinese private firms,” Journal of Development Economics 87, 283-299. 

 Cai, H., H. Fang and L. Xu, 2011. “Eat, drink, firms, government: an investigation of corruption from 
the travel costs of Chinese firms,” Journal of Law and Economics 54, 55-78. 



 

March 6 Visit by Jan Svejnar (Columbia University): research on privatization’s effects  

Read:  Estrin, S., J. Hanousek, E. Kocenda and J. Svejnar, 2009. “The effects of privatization and ownership 
in transition economies,” Journal of Economic Literature, 47:3, 699-728. 

 Afternoon lecture: “Where is the engine of economic growth: America, Europe or Asia", 4:30 p.m., RAJ House 
Seminar 

 

March 11 Identifying economic effects of political change   

Read:  Grosjean, P. and C. Senik, 2011. “Democracy, Market Liberalization and Political Preferences,” 
Review of Economics and Statistics 93, 365-381. 

Martinez-Bravo, M., G. Padro I Miquel, N. Qian and Y. Yao, 2013. “Political reform in China: 
elections, public goods and income distribution,” mimeo. 

Watch: China from the inside, episode 1 

March 13 Personal profiles against a backdrop of rapid social change   

Watch: My perestroika 

 Young and restless in China 

 Last train home 

 

March 18 A cause of China’s gender imbalance: missing women and the price of tea   

Read:  Qian, N., 2008. “Missing women and the price of tea in China,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 123, 
1251-1285. 

Watch: China from the inside, episode 2 

March 20    

Meetings to discuss progress on papers 

 

April 1 and 3  NO CLASS. I WILL BE OUT OF THE COUNTRY. 

 

April 8 Consequences of China’s gender imbalance: crime rates and savings    

Read:  Wei, S. and X. Zhang, 2011. “The competitive saving motive: evidence from rising sex ratios and 
savings rates in China,” Journal of Political Economy 119, 511-564. 

 Edlund, L., H. Li, J. Yi and J. Zhang, 2013. “Sex ratios and crime: evidence from China,” Review of 
Economics and Statistics 95, 1520-1534. 

  



April 10   The reach of the past  

Read:  Jia, R., forthcoming. “The legacies of forced freedom: China’s treaty ports,” Review of Economics and 
Statistics.  

 Grosfeld, I., A. Rodnyansky and Ekaterina Zhuravskaya, 2013. “Persistent anti-market culture: a 
legacy of the pale of settlement after the Holocaust,” American Economic Journal: Policy 5, 189-
226.  

 

April 15   Media control in authoritarian regimes 

Read:  King, G., J. Pan and M. Roberts, 2013. “How censorship in China allows government criticism but 
silences collective expression,” American Political Science Review 107, 326-343. 

 Enikolopov, R., M. Petrova and E. Zhuravskaya, 2011. “Media and political persuasion: evidence from 
Russia,” American Economic Review 101, 3253-3285. 

April 17   Visit from Markus Rodlauer, International Monetary Fund 

Read:  IMF Country Report No. 13/211, “People’s Republic of China, 2013 Article IV Consultation,” 4-34. 

 McGregor, Richard, chapter 1 in The Party, “The Red Machine,” 1-33. 

Sandberg, Jeffrey, review of Minxin Pei’s China’s Trapped Transition, 3 pp. 

 Afternoon lecture: "China at a crossroads - reform and rebalance, or else...?", 4:30 p.m., Orchard/Hillcrest 

 

April 22   Russia’s demographic crisis and China’s labor markets 

 Read:  Bhattacharya, J., C. Gathmann and G. Miller, 2013. “The Gorbachev anti-alcohol campaign and 
Russia’s mortality crisis,” American Economic Journal: Applied Economics 5, 232-260. 

 Li, H., W. L. Pak, and J. Zhang, 2012. “Estimating returns to education using twins in urban China,” 
Journal of Development Economics, 97, 494-504. 

 Li, H., L. Meng, X. Shi, B. Wu, 2012. “Does having a cadre parent pay? Evidence from the first job 
offers of college graduates,” Journal of Development Economics 99, 513-520. 

April 24   Urban real estate 

 Read:  Karas, A., W. Pyle and K. Schoors, 2013. “A ‘de Soto effect’ in industry,” mimeo. 

 Watch:  Living in a bubble, Channel News Asia, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-a9Xuyw9l3Y . 

 

April 29   Skype talk by Alexander Libman (Frankfurt School of Finance and Management)  

 Read:  Libman, A. and A. Obydenkova, forthcoming, “CPSU Legacy and Regional Democracy in 
Contemporary Russia,” Political Studies. 

May 1   Skype talk by Nate Brown (Middlebury, 2013)  

 

May 6, 7, 8, 9  student presentations (Monday and Wednesday times to be determined) 
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